Join Coding – Our interchangeable parts and pieces can be coded
with an [M], [S] or [L] depending on the diameter of the join. Parts
coded [S] are compatible with other [S] coded parts . Parts coded [L]
are compatible with other [L] coded parts. Not all MINI diameter
parts are coded [M] due to their small size.

End Stoppers – Black, white or red rectangular-shaped resin
pieces screw into your cable ends to hold a current product while
using the tips for another project. Each stopper has a hole in the
metal piece. When tightening/loosening these, we recommend
you use a tightening key to avoid separation. White = [S], Black =
[L], Red = [M].

Tightening Keys – When screwing parts together, we
recommend you use a tightening key (or two, depending on the
size of the join and the product you have) to ensure a super
tight join. For an even better connection, try using one of our
heart-shaped rubber grippers or a gripper pad wrapped around
your tip with a key. You will also need the key to loosen any
connection. Available in S/L and MINI sizes.

Tightening/Lifeline Holes – The tightening holes at the
ends of your cables double as lifeline holes. Thread yarn
or embroidery floss into the hole at the end of your cable.
While you knit a row this thread will knit in with your
stitches providing a safety net in case you need to rip out
rows – you now have a point to go back to.

Cable Connectors – Tiny “tic tac” sized pieces of metal that allow
you to join two or more cables together to make a longer one. It
is highly recommended to use the tightening keys when
connecting cables together. Available in [S], [L] and MINI sizes.

Adapters – Tiny metal pieces that allow you to go from an [L]
diameter tip to an [S] diameter cable OR from an [S] diameter
tip to a MINI diameter cable. Available for separate purchase.

All TWIST & SPIN parts and pieces are switchable.

